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AbstratThe Met Oe is a globally reognised organisation in the eld of numerial weather predition and weather and limatesiene, with its foreasting servies onsistently ranked as one of the top two in the world. It maintains this standing viaontinuous renements, improvements and upgrades to its operations and omputer models. One frontier it is urrentlyexploring is spae weather, having opened a dediated operational entre in Otober 2014. Spae weather impats the highatmosphere and an aet tehnologial systems onboard spaeraft, as well as GPS and radio ommuniations. In order tomodel spae weather, the Met Oe is beginning to implement raised altitudes within its simulation of the atmosphere - farhigher than is urrently used to model aurately everyday weather systems loser to the ground, with its urrent weather andlimate systems simulating an atmosphere that is 80 km deep.This projet is onerned with extension of the model's upper boundary, rst to 100 km in altitude, then to 120 km, with afous on the stability and validity of the simulations. The method I used for stabilising the runs was, initially, altering varioussetup parameters (namely, timestep, resubmission pattern, α, and the vertial damping oeient), logging these alterations,running the simulation, and logging the amount of time the simulation runs before rashing. I then implemented slightlydierent alterations and ompared their eets on stability to the previous alterations, and ontinued this proess. The resultsare validated by omparing the state of a given variable within the simulated atmosphere with its equivalent state in observeddata, namely temperature data taken from NASA's Mirowave Limb Sounder (MLS) instrument aboard the Aura satellite, andwind data from the UARS Referene Atmosphere Projet (URAP).Assessment of the UM with a 100 km upper boundary showed good representation of air temperature, albeit with a notablyolder winter mesospheri south pole, but some misrepresentation of jet struture and speed. Attempts were made to run theUM with an upper boundary of 120 km, where improved stability was noted when a high o-entring parameter and a disoveredsweet spot value of the vertial damping oeient was hosen. The non-orographi gravity wave sheme was revealed to be asigniant beneiary to model realism, namely wind speed and south pole mesospheri winter temperatures. Rayleigh dampingode for the u and v diretions was suessfully implemented for ompiling and submitting to the superomputer, however thisode did not run past the rst timestep.Useful disoveries were made in this projet, partiularly with the disovery of noteworthy ativity at the simulated atmo-sphere's north and south poles, analysis of the eet of the non-orographi gravity wave sheme, and the disovery of an eetivevertial damping value - the latter resulting in a UM run with the highest reorded 120 km upper boundary stability thus far.The work done in this projet should prove valuable in the Met Oe's objetives regarding the improvement of the UniedModel with heightened upper boundaries.
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Chapter 1
BakgroundThe Met Oe is the UK's national weather servie. It has developed from a ship-safeguarding gale foreasting servie to itsurrent state as onsistently one of the top two operational weather foreasting servies in the world. It oers many produtsoutside of the weather foreast for whih it is most well known. Via the Hadley Centre, the Met Oe performs long termlimate hange researh, whih assists in the work of international environment agenies, aid agenies and emergeny planners,as well as providing sienti advie to politial bodies. In ollaboration with other agenies, it provides warnings on nationalhazards, suh as ooding and volani ash, the latter benetting aviation in partiular. Further to this, the Met Oe providesa signiant benet to aviation organisations by produing four global wind foreasts a day, whih aeroplanes an use to savefuel. It is estimated that this servie saves twenty million tonnes of arbon dioxide emissions per year. The Met Oe providesmany other servies to military, transport and industrial organisations.The Met Oe has been at the forefront of numerial weather predition thanks to its ontinually improving omputingpower (see Table 1.1), whih allows for inreasingly aurate simulations of the atmosphere; the Met Oe's rst omputersimulated an atmosphere horizontally disretised into a grid, with eah grid box 320 km in length, applied to the loal UKregion. As of 2014, this length has shrunk to 1.5 km.
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The aims for this projet were to improve the stability of the Met Oe's urrent global atmosphere model, the UM,and assess its agreement with observations, with a heightened upper boundary. These ations were rst done with the UMextended to 100 km altitude, then to 120 km. The Met Oe's motivation for extending the UM's eiling to produe a oupledSun-to-Earth model is to model more aurately the thermosphere and its signiant inuene on several phenomena whih arebeoming inreasingly relevant to human tehnologial systems.A ommon idea of the Earth's atmosphere is that it is overed by a very thin layer of atmosphere, whose proportion relative tothe Earth is akin to the layer of varnish over the surfae of a bowling ball (Gore, 2004). Although this illustrates the troposphere,the region of the atmosphere we experiene every day, one haraterised by mass, warmth and onsiderable weather phenomena,it overlooks an atmosphere of soaring height whih, while quikly dereasing in mass and pressure, nonetheless features a hostof dynami proesses, and is beoming inreasingly signiant to human ativities. Its impats on tehnology and infrastrutureare set to inrease, and so demand is rising for servies whih an model its state and eets. The Met Oe is an organisationwhih endeavours to do so.An early example of a omprehensive model of the atmosphere is the COSPAR International Referene Atmosphere (CIRA),an empirial model of the whole atmosphere reated by the Commitee on Spae Researh. First reated in 1961, the modelfeatures datasets ontaining averages for temperature, altitude, zonal veloity and pressure. The model overs north to southpole, and altitudes from 0 to 120 km, and the data has been gathered from ground-based, satellite, and radiosonde instruments.A signiant use of CIRA has been to assist in planning spaeight missions (Bilitza, 2006). While the model auratelyrepresents signiant features of the high atmosphere, as well as its broad dening struture, CIRA represents a limatology, andhas no reative apaities. There are urrently many models whih model a global atmosphere, with a fous on the ionosphere,4
whih has a partiularly signiant inuene on human tehnology. However, there are a limited number whih an model thewhole atmosphere, and the ionosphere's shape and harateristis within it.Upper and middle atmosphere dynamis sometimes have diret eets on weather in the troposphere, suh as in weakeningof western winter winds during the minimum of the Sun's 11-year sunspot yle (Ineson et al., 2011). However, the motivationto model higher altitudes is mainly to asertain what eets they will have on human tehnologial systems, eg. the GlobalPositioning System.Beyond this hapter, Chapter 3 will desribe the UM's dynamial ore, ENDGame (Even Newer Dynamis for GeneralAtmospheri Modelling of the Environment (Walters et al., 2014)), and how it ompares with those from ontemporary wholeatmosphere models. Chapter 4 will desribe, and detail the results of, the experiments whih were onduted to improveENDGame's stability at 100 km and 120 km altitude. Chapter 5 will assess the model's validity at these altitudes, by omparingits output with satellite observations. Chapter 6 will draw onlusions from these results and suggest diretions for future work.In this hapter, the atmosphere's harateristis are desribed up until 120 km. At these altitudes, the atmosphere beginsto blend with outer spae. Its eets are therefore desribed as spae weather - these are also desribed, along with theirimpats on human tehnologial systems.
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Figure 2.1: Mid-latitude temperature prole (Andrews et al., 1987)2.1 Atmospheri layers
The atmosphere of the Earth is a layer of gases whih the planet retains via gravitational attration. It plays a ruialrole in the Earth's biosphere with its apaity to regulate temperature, protet against solar radiation, and help to maintaina breathable hemial omposition. The atmospheri pressure at the Earth's surfae (sea level) is onstant, but redues withaltitude at an exponential rate (Jaobson, 2005). The atmospheri temperature, on the other hand, has a more ompliatedprole as altitude inreases, alternating between dereasing and inreasing (see Figure 2.1). It is these temperature proleswhih dene the atmosphere's primary layers. Herein, these primary layers are desribed up until the thermosphere, representingthe region of the atmosphere in whih we are most interested.1.1.1.1 TroposphereFor the rst layer of the atmosphere, the primary heating mehanism is through surfae radiation from below. Thus, thetemperature dereases with altitude - it is this haraterisation whih denes the troposphere. A dereasing temperature proleontinues until approximately 12km up, where there exists a relatively stable temperature boundary layer alled the tropopause.Approximately 80% of the whole atmosphere's total mass is ontained within the troposphere (MGraw-Hill, 1984). The surfaeradiation whih heats the troposphere is onduive to vertial mixing and rising air urrents, making the troposphere the layerwhih ontains the majority of the atmosphere's weather ativity.6
1.1.1.2 StratosphereThe stratosphere extends from the tropopause to approximately 50 km in altitude. In ontrast with the troposphere,temperature inreases with altitude - this is due to the layer's abundane of ozone, whih absorbs solar ultraviolet radiation.The stratosphere is bounded above by the stratopause, whose height an vary with latitude and season, where a temperaturemaximum ours. The stratosphere is almost ompletely free of louds, air turbulene or other signiant weather systems,owing to its steadily inreasing temperature, whih rises from 210 K (- 60 °C) at the tropopause to 270 K (- 3 °C) at thestratopause.1.1.1.3 MesosphereIn the mesosphere, temperature dereases with height. At its upper boundary, the mesopause, the temperature plunges to130 K (- 143 °C), the oldest point in the Earth's atmosphere. The mesopause, similar to the aforementioned stratopause,experienes latitudinal and seasonal variations in its altitude. The layer is host to notiluent louds, as well as several waveproesses (see setion 1.2), whih have been exited in the troposphere and lower stratosphere, and have propagated up to thislayer. The mesosphere also ontains the lower layer of the ionosphere, a region of the upper atmosphere whih experienesionisation due to solar radiation. The mesosphere extends to approximately 80 - 85 km above sea level.1.1.1.4 ThermosphereThe thermosphere is giganti relative to the layers below it, starting from the aforementioned mesopause at 80 - 85 kmaltitude and soaring to between 500 and 1000 km above sea level. The reason for its dramati height variability is attributed tosolar ativity, namely geomagneti storms (aused by oronal mass ejetions1) and solar ares2, whih an alter the air's densityand movement (Sutton, 2008). The pressure within the thermosphere is very low, exhibiting a mean free path3 of 1 km (Ahrens& Donald, 2005). Inidentally, this means that while the temperature of eah moleule may exeed 1773 K (1500 °C), anyobjet in the thermosphere wouldn't experiene extreme heat due to the severely redued atmospheri heat transfer rate. Thisvery low density auses radiative and hemial heating to produe an inverted temperature prole, where temperature inreaseswith height. The thermosphere ontains the anaousti zone, whih starts to take eet at approximately 160 km altitude,wherein the air pressure beomes too low for the propagation of sound waves within the normal hearing range (Darling, 2003).However, aousti waves outside our hearing range ontinue to propagate into the thermosphere. Near the Earth's surfae, airis mainly omposed of 80% nitrogen moleules (N2) and 20% oxygen moleules (O2), with this omposition mostly onstantdue to vertial atmospheri mixing - however, due to energeti photons in the X-ray and UV range breaking these moleules1Coronal mass ejetion: expulsions of large amounts of plasma emitted by the Sun, generally originating from solar ative regions, whih take oneor two days to reah Earth.2Solar are: large ejetion of a loud of ions, eletrons and atoms from the Sun, whose whole-spetrum eletromagneti radiation takes 8 minutesto reah Earth. Their partiles take tens of minutes.3Mean free path: average distane travelled by a moving partile between suessive ollisions.7
Figure 2.2: Ionospheri layers, with altitudes and predominant ion speies, plotted in terms of eletron density. Nmax and
Hmax refer to the ionosphere's maximum eletron density and the height at whih this density ours, repetively (Anderson &Fuller-Rowell, 1999).apart in higher altitudes, the upper thermosphere is omposed of atomi oxygen (O), atomi nitrogen (N), and helium (He).Moleular nitrogen is also present in the thermosphere, and its onentration relative to oxygen is an important feature of thethermosphere, disussed in Setion 3.1.3.2.2 Dynamis2.2.1 IonosphereThe ionosphere is mostly ontained within the thermosphere, but its variability is signiant and an extend from the upperlimit of the mesosphere to beyond the thermosphere. It forms the inner region of the magnetosphere, the magneti eld ofthe Earth, whih an extend millions of kilometres into outer spae. Within the ionosphere, the altitude is suh that extremeultraviolet and x-ray photons emitted by the Sun have enough energy to ionise the normally neutral atmosphere, produing aplasma (a medium of harged ions; Kelley, 1989).The ionosphere's two innermost layers lie within the altitudes simulated by the Met Oe's models (see Figure 2.2), while8
the top layer extends beyond. The D region, 60 to 90 km in altitude, draws ionisation from ultraviolet radiation (121.5 nmwavelength), whih ionises nitri oxide (NO), and hard X-rays (< 1nm wavelength) whih, given high solar ativity, may ionise
N2 and O2. Further up, the E region, from 90 to 120 km, draws its ionisation from soft x-rays (1-10 nm wavelength) whihionise O2. The top layer, the F region, is the most eletron-dense layer. The F-region features lighter ions suh as hydrogenand helium, and is responsible for the majority of reeted radio waves from ground-based ommuniations (see setion 1.2.3).Beause the ionosphere is primarily dependent on sunlight, it experienes diurnal variations as well as lear seasonal variations.In partiular, its inuene from solar ativity is due to geomagneti storms and harged partiles, whih an inrease ionospheriionisation. The ionosphere and the thermosphere vary together due to gravity waves, planetary waves and tides (see 1.2.2), whihhave diret and indiret eets on the F region. These wave eets are more pronouned at low latitudes, due to the E regiondynamo proess. This is a phenomenon where the E region is fored upwards by wave eets, thus foring its plasma to movealong geomagneti eld lines in the magnetosphere, generating an eastward eletri eld in the dayside, in the same mehanismas an eletri dynamo along a magnet. These elds are transmitted upward along magneti eld lines into the F-region, ausingthe plasma to drift upward at the magneti equator (Immel et al., 2006). The atmospheri waves are damped signiantly belowthe peak in ionospheri density so it is ounterintuitive to think they ould aet eletron densities in the ionosphere, howeverthe E region dynamo eet is onduive to this. Pedatella and Forbes used the total eletron ontent (TEC)4 of GPS to studythe oupling of the sudden stratospheri warming (SSW)5 of 2009 with perturbations in the ionosphere, and found that zonalwinds whih our during an SSW play an important role in this oupling (Forbes and Pedatella, 2010). These phenomenarequire attention in the Met Oe's models if the ionosphere, and its impats, are to be adequately foreast.2.2.2 Wave phenomenaA number of wave phenomena are observed in the mesosphere and the thermosphere. The three most signiant wave types aredetailed here, although in reality there are several other types, inluding hybrids suh as Rossby-gravity waves (Nappo, 2002).Due to the atmosphere's exponentially dereasing density, wave amplitudes inrease exponentially with vertial propagation.1.2.2.1 Gravity wavesGravity waves are triggered by an initial vertial displaement of air - the main auses of this are relatively steep topographigradients suh as mountains (see Figure 2.3), and updrafts from storms. Wave motion is generated by the buoyany forewhih is experiened by an air parel displaed from its equilibrium in a stratied atmosphere suh as Earth's. Upward motion4Total eletron ontent (TEC): a harateristi quantity of the ionosphere, denoting the number of eletrons within a vertial olumn of a squaremetre ross setional area. TEC is a funtion of solar radiation, with free eletrons in the ionosphere on the night side of the Earth allowed toreombine with the ions, thus driving a daily yle of ionospheri TEC.5Sudden stratospheri warming: rapid warming (perhaps as quik as 50°C in a ouple of days) in the stratosphere, aused by weakening or reversingof the Polar Night Jet, a jet stream whih arries old air during winter months.9
Figure 2.3: Top: observed gravity wave over Sandinavian mountain range, 26th of January 2001. Bottom: smoothed domainprole beneath wave ight trak (Nappo, 2002).is onduive to loud formation, while downward motion auses louds to dissipate - this an reate a visible loud ripple eetin the sky. Gravity waves are ommon in the upper mesosphere, where their eets an be deteted by a variety of instruments,inluding radar (Andrews et al, 1987). Gravity waves propagate with great variety and omplexity, exhibiting behaviours suh asmoving upward with inreasing frequeny and magnitude, being reeted downward, or being broken apart into smaller waves(Nappo, 2002). Gravity waves must be taken into aount when modelling the high atmosphere; as Espy et al explain:Although gravity waves have spatial sales of only ten to a few hundred kilometers, and their temporal sales are betweenve minutes and several hours, they play a major role in the global dynamis, irulation and thermal balane of the mesosphereand lower thermosphere. Typially generated in the lower atmosphere through the ation of weather systems or orographilifting of air masses, the waves grow in amplitude as they propagate upward into the raried mesosphere. There, dependingupon the ltering ation of the winds below, the waves an either aelerate or deelerate the mesospheri wind jets as theybeome unstable and loally dissipate their energy and momentum. (Espy et al., 2004)This aeleration and deeleration must be aounted for by the Met Oe's model to ensure aurate modelling ofatmospheri dynamis (see Chapter 5.1.2.2.2 Planetary wavesOn a larger sale than gravity waves, planetary, or Rossby, waves exhibit periods of tens to hundreds of days. They are morelimited in altitude than gravity waves, generally peaking in the stratosphere. They form due to the Coriolis fore6, ombinedwith atmospheri air ow over mountains and other topographi regions.In the northern hemisphere, air that is fored to asend by owing over a mountain or a similar objet holds a tendeny toturn to the right, and onversely as it desends it tends to turn to the left. This satises the Conservation of Absolute Vortiity,formulated by Carl-Gustav Rossby and ollaborators (Rossby et al., 1939). This tendeny produes a peak-trough pattern whihgenerates waves in westerly winds. Rossby waves always have a westerly omponent in their phase veloities7 - for this reason it6Coriolis fore: an artifat of the Earth's rotation in whih air moving, say, along a pressure gradient (from high to low pressure), experienes anapparent path deetion due to the Earth's rotation. Responsible for ylones (in the nothern hemisphere) and anti-ylones (southern hemisphere).7Phase veloity: rate at whih the phase of a wave propagates through spae.10
is ommon for the Roky Mountains and the Andes, for example, to produe Rossby waves due to their orthogonal orientationto westerlies.1.2.2.3 Tidal wavesUnlike planetary or gravity waves, tidal waves aren't aused by the displaement of air due to terrestrial or atmospheriphenomena, but rather periodi onditions externally imposed on the atmosphere, suh as the day/night eets of solar heating,and the gravitational pull of the moon (and, to a lesser degree, the Sun). They an also be exited by nonlinear interationsbetween aforementioned planetary waves.The tides with the largest amplitudes have periods of 12 and 24 hours, due to their exitation by solar heating. Solar tides fallinto the ategory of migrating and non-migrating: migrating tides propagate westwards along with the apparent motion of theSun, while non-migrating tides propagate in a variety of diretions, due to surfae interations suh as topographi dierenesand tropial onvetion. Gravitational tides are muh less signiant than solar ones, and are aused by the moon's gravitationalpull on the oeans and subsequent eets, as well as the moon and the Sun's diret gravitational inuene on the atmosphereitself.Both migrating and non-migrating tides are oupled with the dynamis of the ionosphere and an indue signiant dailyor weekly variability. Reently disovered is a longitudinal variation of the ionosphere on the sale of thousands of kilometres,whih have been linked with non-migrating tides originating from rainstorms in the tropis (Immel et al., 2006).2.2.3 Impats on tehnologyThere are a variety of impats from high atmosphere dynamis experiened by human tehnologial systems, whih the MetOe's models an foreast. Suh foreasts are valuable in their ability to inrease the eay of these systems, save themfrom damage and even save lives.Radio waves used for ommuniation are useful beause they do not need diret line of sight from sender and reeiver,with their long wavelengths useful for propagation over hundreds of kilometres of terrain. Radio waves may reet o theionosphere and the ground many times during propagation. The most frequent mehanism for this reetion is for the diretionof high-frequeny (30 MHz) radio waves to be bent towards the horizontal as they propagate upwards, experiening a derease inthe ionosphere's refrative index along with inreasing altitude (Hargreaves & Hunsuker, 2003). Depending on the onditionsof the ionosphere and the frequeny of the wave, radio signals an be sent thousands of kilometres via this mehanism. Theaforementioned E layer of the ionosphere rises at sunset, when sunlight is only inident at higher altitudes, thus beneting radiowave propagation in reeting from a higher F region.Another impat of the ionosphere is experiened with GPS, whih is relied upon by thousands worldwide, sometimes in life11
or death situations. The ionosphere is ited to be the most signiant soure of error within GPS positioning and navigation.Under partiular irumstanes it an even ause loss of arrier signal altogether (Klobuhar, 1991). GPS radio waves exhibithigher frequenies than aforementioned ground-based radio ommuniations and so, rather than reet o the ionosphere whiletravelling from the satellite to the reeiver, the signal passes down through the layer. The speed of the signal is inreased withTEC, making TEC a variable to be modelled and foreast. While TEC largely varies with ionospheri exposure to solar ativity,it an also hange rapidly, sometimes on the order of 10 minutes. These rapid hanges are travelling ionospheri disturbanes,whih are aused by atmosperi waves, mainly gravity waves.Table 2.1 illustrates the dramati hanges in F-region harateristis on a diurnal basis, and throughout an 11 year solaryle, with the latter variability taken from daytime measurements (Anderson & Fuller-Rowell, 1999).Table 2.1: Ionospheri variability (Anderson and Fuller-Rowell)Ionospheri Parameter Diurnal (Mid-Latitude) Solar Cyle (Daytime)Maximum density 1 × 105 to 1 × 106 eletrons cm−3 (fator of 10) 4 × 105 to 2 × 106 eletrons cm−3 (fator of 5)Maximum usable frequeny 12 to 36 MHz (fator of 3) 21 to 42 MHz (fator of 2)Total eletron ontent 5 to 50 × 1016 eletrons m−2 (fator of 10) 10 to 50 × 1016 eletrons m−2 (fator of 5)While the ionosphere an aet the signals from satellites whih pass through it, the thermosphere an aet the motion of thesatellites themselves. Inreased solar ativity, sometimes manifested in solar ares, an emit large quantities of eletromagnetiradiation (mainly X-rays) and high energy partiles (mainly protons). Along with ultraviolet radiation, X-rays heat up thethermosphere, ausing it to expand, thus inreasing the atmospheri pressure experiened by satellites and ausing drag on theirorbits. Geomagneti storms8 an ause even larger density hanges - around 200 - 300%, ompared to the 30% from solarares. Low earth orbit, between 160 and 2,000 km, is in operation by the majority of satellites and all manned spae stations,and suh instruments may sometimes have to have their orbits boosted to aount for this inreased drag. To assess theatmosphere's inuene on the satellite's orbit, many interdependent drag oeients must be alulated, inluding the shapeof the satellite, and atmospheri harateristis, suh as the distribution of pressure and temperature (Vallado & Finkleman,2014). Solar ativity an have more diret impats on tehnology, for instane harged partiles emitted from the Sun aninrease radiation levels and damage sensitive eletronis. Solar ares have also been known to diretly interfere with highfrequeny ommuniation signals used by military and transport organisations.Radio and satellite navigation users require detailed representations of the thermosphere in order to use their tehnologieswith preision and ondene; the Met Oe an provide them with these by modelling the whole atmosphere, oupled with the8Geomagneti storms: disturbane in the Earth's magnetosphere aused by a sudden hange in the solar wind dynami pressure at the magnetopause,whih ours when it is impated by a oronal mass ejetion or solar are material.12




3.1 ENDGame3.1.1 OverviewWhile the UM is the Met Oe's atmospheri model, onerned with broad elements suh as dynamis, physis or hemistry,ENDGame is the UM's dynamial ore. Based on its predeessor's semi-impliit semi-Lagrangian disretisations of the hydrostatifully ompressible Euler equations, ENDGame was designed as a more versatile suite of test environments. ENDGame allows forthe UM to be swithed between various setups, suh as: hydrostati and non-hydrostati1; deep- and shallow-atmosphere; orspheroidal, spherial or Cartesian oordinate systems. It also uses semi-Lagrangian2 advetion and semi-impliit3 time stepping(SISL). ENDGame's non-hydrostati setting is a unique advantage it possesses among whole atmosphere models; non-hydrostatidynamis are able to model thunderstorms, assoiated aousti waves, and high frequeny gravity waves (Deng & Ridley, 2011),phenomena whih may be overlooked by hydrostati models.ENDGame features less damping than its predeessor and is therefore more aurate, partiularly in its realisation of individualsynopti phenomena suh as ylones, fronts, troughs and jet streams. Improved salability allows for inreased resolution in linewith inrease of superomputer power. The sub-grid size physial parameterisations have been revised to run with ENDGame,1Hydrostati models assume that the vertial pressure gradient is set equal to gravity times density.2The Lagrangian numerial method desribes the atmosphere in terms of individual air parels, while a Eulerian method onsiders rates of hangeat spaial oordinates. A semi-Lagrangian system uses disretised equations developed from the Lagrangian method, but employed within a Eulerianspaial grid.3Semi-impliit time stepping: tehnique whih disretises a time-dependent system of equations with an impliit sheme for some terms and anexpliit one for others. If done arefully this method an redue omputing time with no sarie to auray.14
and ENDGame features higher resolution of data assimilation whih denes the initial state of the atmosphere prior to running.Improvements were also made in the role of satellite data in this assimilation proess.ENDGame's numerial approah is largely the same as its predeessor, and it solves the same set of equations. However, asigniant dierene is its iterative approah; it uses an (already aurate) solution as a rst guess, then omputes suessivelybetter solutions by using its previous estimate as the rst guess of the new estimate. It does this through the use of two iterativeloops, whih it applies twie per timestep.In early 2015, ENDGame will ommene operations in the Met Oe's 1.5 km resolution UK regional foreasting system,as well as its short range and seasonal foreast. It will also be used for the atmospheri omponent of the Met Oe's Earthsystem limate predition model (Met Oe, 2014). However, the test environment this projet used for experiments has 60km resolution. This has reperussions in its representation of gravity waves - beause gravity waves start with wavelengths lessthan 60 km, they fall into the ategory of sub-grid phenomena and so are physially parametrised. ENDGame runs with anorographi4 gravity wave sheme and an turn on a non-orographi sheme (the latter's eets are explored in Setion 5.2.3).While the orographi sheme only represents waves from the surfae up to 40 km altitude, the latter omputes aeleration ofmean ow from non-stationary entities, suh as updrafts, and, rather than representing individual gravity waves, simulates themomentum deposition aused by a whole spetrum of waves as they propagate up through the atmosphere (Warner & MIntyre,2001).3.1.2 Governing equationsAs with any attempt to apture a physial phenomenon mathematially, one must start with physial laws. From these,ENDGame's ontinuous equations are derived, whih are disretised via nite dierene and other methods, to be then omputedby the Met Oe's superomputers. This setion is based on the mathematis detailed in Wood et al.'s 2013 paper.The ontinuous equations for a perfet gas, in vetor form, are the following, where: u is the veloity vetor; θ is thepotential temperature; ρ is density; V is an elemental uid volume; π ≡ (p/p0)κ is the Exner pressure where p is pressure and


























ρθ (3.4)These are taken together with the kinemati equation, where x denotes spaial position,
Dx
Dt
= u (3.5)whih is required in advane of the disretisation.Equations (3.1)  (3.4) are, respetively, the momentum, thermodynami, ontinuity and state equations. Equation (3.3) isthe integral equivalent of
Dρ
Dt
+ ρ∇ · u = 0whih is the more usual form of the ontinuity equation used in traditional SISL disretisations. Equations (3.1) - (3.5) arethen disretised along a trajetory over a time period of △t, approximating any residual integrals via a trapezoidal rule. Thistrapezoidal rule is subjet to an o-entring parameter α, whih will be explored further in Setion 4.2.Now is applied the disretisation to (3.1) - (3.3). Here, the supersripts n and n + 1 denote the time step, and subsriptsA and D denote evaluation at the arrival and departure points respetively. This yields, for the disretisation of (3.1),
(u− α△tψ)
n+1
A = (u+ β△tψ)
n
D (3.6)where
ψ ≡ −2Ω × u− cpθ∇π + gand
β = (1 − α)16
For the disretisation of (3.2) we have
θn+1A = θ
n












(3.8)Now, sine ENDGame avoids a shallow atmosphere approximation, a rotation matrix M is now dened, the elements ofwhih depend on the partiular oordinate system. Equation (3.6) now beomes
(u− αu△tψ)
n+1
A = M (u+ βu△tψ)
n
DL
(3.9)Here, the subsript DL denotes the evaluation at the departure point, but this time in terms of the loal basis vetors atthat departure point. There are also subsripts on the α and β o entring parameters, whih indiate with whih quantity theyare assoiated.Dening
Ψ = (ψu, ψv, ψw)the omponents of the momentum equation (3.9) beome
(u− αu△tΨu)
n+1
A = M11 (u+ βu△tΨu)
n
DL
+M12 (v + βv△tΨv)
n
DL






A = M21 (u+ βu△tΨu)
n
DL
+M22 (v + βv△tΨv)
n
DL












= M31 (u+ βu△tΨu)
n
DL
+M12 (v + βv△tΨv)
n
DL
+M13 (δV w + βw△tΨw)
n
DL
(3.12)Here, a non-hydrostati swith, ∂V has been introdued, whih makes the equation set fully non-hydrostati when ∂V = 117




(3.13)for i = 1, 2, 3, where (u1, u2, u3) = (u, v, w). In this oordinate system,






































































(3.18)where v = u−k(k ·u) is the horizontal omponent of the veloity vetor. In the terrain-following oordinate system, (3.17)is instead
Dη
Dt
= η̇ (3.19)The equations are then spaially disretized on an Arakawa C grid (see Figure 3.2) in the horizontal and a Charney  Phillips18
Figure 3.1: Depition of Arakawa grid systems, illustrated on a generi grid ell. The "unstaggered" Arakawa A-grid evaluatesall quantities at the same point on eah grid ell, e.g., at the grid entre or at the grid orners; the "staggered" B-grid separatesthe evaluation of the two sets of quantities. e.g., veloities evaluated at the grid entre and masses at grid orners; the staggeredC-grid further separates evaluation of vetor quantities ompared to the B-grid. e.g., instead of evaluating both east-west (u)and north-south (v) veloity omponents at the grid entre, one might evaluate the u omponents at the entres of the left andright grid faes, and the v omponents at the enters of the upper and lower grid faes; the D-grid is the C-grid but rotated90°; D-grid is rotated 45°.grid5 in the vertial.Of ourse, boundary onditions are needed, at the top and bottom levels. The fundamental ondition is that, at the topand bottom levels, η̇ = 0. Also, it is assumed that there is zero vertial shear in the horizontal winds. Horizontal wind speedis assumed to be onstant in the bottom and top half-layers, and a surfae pressure, and by extension pressure gradient, areestimated. In the solution stage, the equations are averaged and solved over a grid, the size of whih representing the resolutionof the model. Proesses whih annot be resolved by the grid boxes, suh as onvetive louds or rainfall, are dealt with by themodel's physial parameterisations.3.1.3 Model omparisonIt is useful to establish the ontext into whih ENDGame ts, in relation to its ontemporary, equivalent models. There area number of models whih represent only the thermosphere and ionosphere, suh as NASA's Global Ionosphere and Thermo-sphere Model (GITM), and the National Center for Atmospheri Researh's Thermosphere Ionosphere Eletrodynamis GeneralCirulation Model (TIEGCM). However, these models do not represent the ionosphere's inuene from phenomena below thethermosphere, as detailed in setion 1.2. Models that do take suh phenomena into aount are whole atmosphere models,examples of whih will be explored here.5CharneyPhillips grid: a vertial grid setup whih is onsidered good for apturing the potential vortiity dynamis and wave propagation19
Figure 3.2: (a) WACCM zonal-mean zonal winds in ms−1 for July, averaged over 199099. (b) URAP limatologial Julyzonal-mean winds. Shading in URAP winds indiates regions of insuient observational overage (Marsh et al., 2013). Similaromparisons will be made for ENDGame later in this paper.Roble in his pioneering 2000 paper outlined the main areas from whih a whole atmosphere model would both demandresearh and present benets in realism and, therefore, auray:(1) physial,dynamial, and hemial interations between the lower atmosphere and the upper atmosphere and ionosphereinluding transport of hemially and radiatively ative speies; (2) limate hange in the upper atmosphere as well as the poten-tial for upper layers to aet limate down below through downward ontrol; (3) limate response to solar variability possiblythrough hanges in middle and upper atmosphere hemistry and dynamis; (4) spae weather or variability in thermosphere andionosphere properties on shorter timesales driven by the lower atmospheri foring and modulated by the solar and geomagnetiinputs from above; and (5) support and interpretation of satellite and ground-based observations spanning the entire domain.20
(Roble, 2000).A prominent numerial model whih spans altitudes from the surfae to the high atmosphere is the Whole AtmosphereCommunity Climate Model (WACCM). A entral motivation to its development was to model the interations between atmospheriregions, for example wave phenomena whih transport minor hemial speies from the troposphere to higher layers. Furtherto this fous on dynamial interativity and hemistry is, speially, an investigation into the stratosphere and how it aetsthe depletion of the ozone layer. The model has ahieved good agreement with observations in this regard (Marsh et al.,2013). Another proess whih the WACCM an model is solar variability and its eets on the upper and middle atmospheriregions, with the model in fat an upgrade on the aforementioned TIEGCM. The seond whole atmosphere model whihbears omparison is the Ground-to-topside model of Atmosphere and Ionosphere for Aeronomy (GAIA), whih is the resultof ollaboration between several organisations in Japan, inluding the National Institute of Information and CommuniationsTehnology and Kyoto University. It is the result of the oupling of a whole atmosphere general irulation model (GCM), anionospheri model, and an eletrodynamis model. Its GCM overs the neutral atmosphere from the surfae to the top of thethermosphere and traks a set of physial proesses whih inludes shemes for hydrology, a boundary layer, a radiative proess,eddy diusion, and moist onvetion. The timestep for the GCM is one minute, while for the ionospheri model it is half aseond. The third model to be onsidered is the Whole Atmosphere Model, a GCM built upon an existing operational modelused by the US National Weather Servie. The model was developed to study and predit the eets of lower atmospheredynamial proesses on the ionosphere and upper atmosphere (Akmaev et al., 2010).In terms of resolution, the ENDGame setting used in this projet features 88 pressure levels for its 100 km eiling setting, and91 for 120 km, however, its urrent operation features 85 levels with an 85 km eiling. In ontrast, the atmospheri omponentof GAIA features 75 levels between the surfae and the top of the thermosphere. WAM is the most resolved, with, roughlyspeaking, 100 layers below 100 km, and 50 layers in the thermosphere, where the vertial extent and resolution of the grid arean input parameter whih an be hanged. WACCM-X has 81 pressure levels (Akmaev, 2011).Eorts are underway to improve ENDGame's hemistry shemes, simply beause the hemial omposition of the mesosphereand thermosphere are not represented by the existing shemes. The UM's urrent hemistry sheme models the mixing of avariety of aerosol speies, in a oupled tropospheri-stratospheri hemistry-limate model; the mesosphere and thermosphereare not yet modelled hemially. Separate equations are needed for above the turbopause6. Chemial hanges are important: forexample, the ratio between O and N2 inuenes the plasma density of the ionosphere's F region (Jakson, 2012). Other modelsmay have an advantage over ENDGame in regards to hemistry. WACCM was designed with hemistry modelling, partiularlyof ozone layer depletion, as a key objetive. WACCM-X (the most reent version) integrates a three-dimensional photohemialtransport model, with ion speies. In GAIA, thermospheri major neutral speies O, O2, and N2 are presribed, as well as6Turbopause: a boundary, lose to the mesopause at roughly 100 km altitude, below whih turbulent mixing dominates, and above whih isdominated by moleular diusion and hemial omposition varies orresponding to dierent hemial speies.21
radiatively ative gases O3,CO2 and NO. WAM treats major speies O, O2, and N2 self-onsistently, inluding large-saletransport, oxygen hemistry, and mutual diusion both in vertial and horizontal diretions. Ozone is transported in WAM,and a linearized Ozone Photohemistry Parameterization is employed on the basis of a two-dimensional middle atmospheriphotohemial model. Other radiatively ative speies are also presribed empirially (Akmaev, 2011).Also, in ENDGame, the assumption of loal thermodynami equilibrium (LTE)7 is made in terms of the radiation sheme,and, like all physial assumptions, saries realism for simpliity to some degree. The introdution of a non-LTE radiationsheme is an objetive of ENDGame's further development, with the aim to apture ations whih our in non-LTE situations;for example, alulating the solar heating of arbon dioxide in the near-infrared bands demands onsideration of non-LTE eets(Fomihev, 2004). WACCM has implemented longwave LTE radiation shemes for the rst 40 km of its modelled atmosphere,while WAM an aount for non-LTE infrared heating.However, the fundamental advantage that ENDGame possesses over its ounterparts is its non-hydrostati setup. Allthree models, GAIA (Jin et al., 2011), WAM (Akmaev et al., 2010) and WACCM (Burns et al., 2011), operate with thehydrostati approximation. This approximation, as mentioned, eliminates vertially propagating aousti waves, and distorts andoverestimates gravity waves. The approximation is set to beome more problemati as models develop, sine as the horizontalresolution of a model inreases, the hydrostati approximation beomes less justied (Akmaev, 2011). While ENDGame'snon-hydrostati setup will give it a lear advantage, it is urrently not without stability drawbaks with thermospheri upperboundaries; in Chapter 4, I present the results from my stability experiments with ENDGame.
7Loal thermodynami equilibrium: the assumption that all ionisations, exitations and veloities are in equilibrium, orresponding to the loaltemperature. 22
Chapter 4
Stability experiments
The method I employed when attempting improvements of stability was the following: I would hange the initial run setupvia the UMUI (see Figure 4.1), altering a given parameter; I would then submit the run to the superomputer's job queue; thisjob would then simulate the atmosphere from an initial state, taken from a 21 September 1981 dataset; the simulation wouldrun until it rashed, at whih point output les would be produed, giving the total number of timesteps suessfully omputedbefore the job rashed.4.1 100 km eilingAt the beginning of my experiments, I loaded the 88 vertial pressure level domain into the initial setup, thus extending theeiling to 100 km. I then altered the timestep, and the resubmission pattern - both of whih had an impat on stability.The timestep is the amount of time in the simulation whih elapses before a new state of the atmosphere is omputed. Theresubmission pattern is the limit on the amount of real time the superompu ter will remain on one job - if this time is exeeded,the job will be resubmitt ed to the bak of the queue, and the superomputer will pik up where it left o when the job returnsto the front of the queue. Unfortunately I experiened a lot of early rashes and lak of output in the initial runs, so did notgather substantial results. Table 4.1 summarises my stability results with a 100 km eiling.
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Figure 4.1: Sreenshot of the UM's user interfae (UMUI), with the foreground window allowing hanges to the run's timestep,and bakground window showing physial parameter setions, whih an be hanged. Proessing and then submitting a run willsend it to a queue, to be omputed by the Met Oe's Power7 IBM superomputer.Table 4.1: 100 km eiling stability runsRun number Changes Timestep rashed1 10 min timestep 20 days2 5 min timestep Walllok limit reahed3 5 min timestep, 14 day resubmission 75 days4 5 min timestep, 12 day resubmission Crashed very early5 2.5 min timestep, 7 day resubmission 261 daysWhile my most stable run was 261 days, this wasn't the most stable run ompleted with 100 km - David Jakson hadpreviously disovered a onguration whih ran for over a year. This is the run upon whih I would perform validity heks inthe next hapter.4.2 120 km eilingFor my 120 km eiling stability experiments, I loaded a 91 pressure level domain to raise the eiling. I employed the samemethod as in the 100 km eiling experiments, but due to the even lower pressure of the atmosphere of suh heights, it wasadvised that I alter parameters whih oset the impat this minisule pressure would have on the speed of the winds.24
The rst of these parameters is α, an o-entring parameter. To illustrate, onsider the general representation of equation(3.6)
DF
Dt = G,where F and G ould be either both salar or both vetor elds. Integrating this along a trajetory over a time interval △tgives
t
 t+△t DF
Dt dt = t
 t+△t
Gdt,whih an be rewritten as
F (xt+△t, t+ △t) − F (xt, t) = t
 t+△t
Gdtwhere xt+△t is the position along any partiular trajetory at time t+△t. The right hand side is then approximated to give
F (xt+△t, t+ △t) − F (xt, t) = △t
[
αG(xt+△t, t+ △t) + (1 − α)G(xt, t)
].Here, α is an o-entring parameter. It determines the balane between an expliit solution and an impliit, taking the nullvalue for a fully expliit and unity for a fully impliit.The seond parameter I altered was the vertial damping oeient. The vertial damping of vertial veloities is
wt+△t = wt −Rw△tw















, η ≥ ηs
0, η < ηs
,where η is non-dimensional height, ηs is the start height for the sponge layer, and C is the maximum damping present atthe upper boundary. Table 4.2 details the eet that α and the variable damping oeient has on stability.
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Table 4.2: 120 km eiling stability runsRun number Changes Timestep rashed1 2.5 min, 7 day resubmission 11 days2 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.55 (default 0.7) 13 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.6 24 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.82 25 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.88 26 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.9 3937 20 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.9 3178 20 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.85 39 60 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.9 110 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.93 45211 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.94 47012 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.95 46413 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.96 59714 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.935 47315 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.945 34416 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.97 59217 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.98 65318 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99 720 (memory ap)19 5 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99 44820 10 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99 9621 20 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99 35122 30 min timestep, 7 day resubmission, alpha=0.9 623 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping from 0.05 to 0.1 50124 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.15 100525 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.2 102926 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.25 98627 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.3 62328 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.35 95426
Run number Changes Timestep rashed29 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.4 1063 (22.1 days)30 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.5 105331 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.6 96732 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.7 103633 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.8 1183 (24.6 days)34 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.9 111035 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 1.0 536 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.78 136737 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.82 108538 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.77 111739 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.79 114640 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.78,solver tolerane 1e-6 No output41 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.78,solver tolerane 1e-7 No output42 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.78,solver tolerane 1e-5 (bak to default), spin up from 15 Otober 29643 30 min timestep, 1 week resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.78 33644 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.78 47445 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.78 136746 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.785 141447 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.786 126248 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.7855 120949 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.7852 108250 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.7845 119852 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.7847 116252 30 min timestep, 1 month resubmission, alpha=0.99, vertial damping = 0.784 1043While I was unable to visualise and determine the spei ause of the rashes for eah run, the vast majority of the runs'output les ite mass onservation error and oating point exeption as the reason for their rashes, whih an be interpretedas unnaturally fast air speed. It was, therefore, well advised to attempt to damp the atmosphere. The two main onlusionsto be drawn from the 120 km experiments are thus: rstly, inreasing the alpha number, and therefore the numerial solver's27
Figure 4.2: Summary satter plot of stability experiments from rst 23 runs, disounting anomolous runs, showing the numberof timesteps omputed before rashing against value of α. These data points only inlude runs with a 30 minute timestep and1 month resubmissionimpliitness, inreases the run's stability (see Figure 4.2). Seondly, when applying inreased damping to a setup with an almostompletely impliit solver, there seems to be a sweet spot of 0.785, whih gives signiantly higher stability than higher orlower values, ontraditing what one would intuitively expet would be a simple positive orrelation. Conversely, there appearsto be two values of the vertial damping oeient whih produe signiantly lower instability. This is illustrated in Figure4.3. This phenomenon may be similar to the suessive over-relaxation, seen in numerial linear algebra.Timestep 1414 equates to 29.45 days of simulated atmosphere, whih, at the time of writing, is the most stable run ahievedwith a 120 km eiling. In my subsequent validation heks, this is the run I will take outputs from. Firstly, however, I will judgethe validity of the most stable 100 km eiling run ahieved thus far, from David Jakson's own experiments.
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Figure 4.3: Summary satter plot of stability experiments from run 23 onwards, disounting anomolous runs, showing number oftimesteps omputed before rashing against the vertial damping oeient value. The area enlosed in the red box is enlargedin Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Enlarged plot of red boxed area from Figure 4.3.
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5.1 100 km eiling
Figure 5.1: A typial output from the UM. There are many variables whih an be traked, and many ways to visualise andanalyse them; here, the zonal mean temperature is outputted (the zonal mean is the average taken along a irle of latitude,i.e. in the west-east diretion). The pole-to-pole latitude is along the x-axis and the log of the pressure level (to ounter theexponential pressure derease) is along the y-axis. As suh, this plot doesn't represent a 2D slie of the temperature of theatmosphere as would be seen naturally, beause the grid follows pressure, whih, geographially, varies signiantly.5.2.1 TemperatureThe model's temperature output (see Figure 5.1) was ompared with the same data as observed by the Mirowave Limb31
Sounder (MLS) instrument aboard NASA's Aura satellite. MLS data was provided by Corwin Wright at the University of Bath.As stated by Waters et al.:The Earth Observing System Mirowave Limb Sounder measures several atmospheri hemial speies (OH, HO 2 ,H 2 O,O 3 , HCl, ClO, HOCl, BrO, HNO 3 ,N 2 O, CO, HCN, CH 3 CN, volani SO 2 ), loud ie, temperature, and geopotentialheight to improve our understanding of stratospheri ozone hemistry, the interation of omposition and limate, and pollutionin the upper troposphere. All measurements are made simultaneously and ontinuously, during both day and night. Theinstrument uses heterodyne radiometers that observe thermal emission from the atmospheri limb in broad spetral regionsentered near 118, 190, 240, and 640 GHz, and 2.5 THz. It was launhed July 15, 2004 on the National Aeronautis andSpae Administration's Aura satellite and started full-up siene operations on August 13, 2004. An atmospheri limb san andradiometri alibration for all bands are performed routinely every 25 s. Vertial proles are retrieved every 165 km along thesuborbital trak, overing 82 S to 82 N latitudes on eah orbit. Instrument performane to date has been exellent. (Waterset al., 2006)Subsequent validation of the MLS datasets have revealed good agreement, with temperature preision of 1 K or better from316 hPa to 3.16 hPa, degrading to around 3 K at 0.001 hPa. (Shwartz et al., 2008)Plotted below (see Figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 & 5.5) are ontours of these data, with all model (left) and MLS data (middle)plotted on the same olour range, and all dierene plots (right) on another olour range. The model data are taken from Prof.David Jakson's setup whih ran for over a year. In this run, the non-orographi gravity sheme was turned o..
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100 km run vs MLS data Dierene, MLS data - model data
Figure 5.2: 100 km eiling zonal mean temperature plots, Otober to Deember 1981, MLS observations, Otober to Deember2004. First olumn model data, seond olumn MLS data, third olumn dierene, rst row Otober, seond row November,third row Deember.The main impression to notie in Figure 5.2 is how well the model represents all major features of the temperature struture.The main dierenes are the absene of a volume of thermospheri old air at the south pole, whih is present in the MLSdata, and the lower altitude of the large mesospheri warm air struture. A noteworthy phenomenon is the presene of warmtropospheri air, whih is absent in the MLS data; this is an artifat of the instrument's downward extrapolation, so its presenein the model is in fat realisti.
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100 km model run vs. MLS data Dierene, MLS data - model data
Figure 5.3: 100 km eiling zonal mean temperature plots, January to Marh 1982, MLS observations January to Marh 2005.First olumn model data, seond olumn MLS data, third olumn dierene, rst row January, seond row February, third rowMarh.In Figure 5.3, featuring temperatures from January to Marh, again the thermospheri southern old volume is not repre-sented, until Marh where it is no longer observed. As before, the mesospheri warm air struture is lower than observed. Thereis also the presene of a old north pole volume in February and Marh whih is absent in observations.
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100 km model run vs. MLS data Dierene, MLS data - model data
Figure 5.4: 100 km eiling zonal mean temperature plots, April to June 1982, MLS observations April to June 2005. Firstolumn model data, seond olumn MLS data, third olumn dierene, rst row April, seond row May, third row June.In Figure 5.4, featuring temperature omparisons from April to June, we see a return of the thermospheri old volumewhih is absent in the model, however this time at the north pole. In June we see the beginning of a signiant deviation inthe model from observations - a volume of old air at the south pole whih is not as pronouned in the observations. All otherstrutures are well represented, albeit with the major warm ross-latitudinal struture lower in the model than observed.
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100 km model run vs. MLS data Dierene, MLS data - model data
Figure 5.5: 100 km eiling zonal mean temperature plots, July to September 1982, MLS observations July to September 2005.First olumn model data, seond olumn MLS data, third olumn dierene, rst row July, seond row August, third rowSeptember.A prominent feature of the July to September temperatures (i.e. the winter temperatures in the southern hemisphere) isthe volume of older air in the model, relative to observations, at stratospheri altitude, at southern latitudes (see Figure 5.5).This ould be a manifestation of the old pole problem, whih is a reognised phenomena in other models, inluding WACCM.This ours when the winter polar vortex is too strong and breaks down too late, resulting in older south pole stratospheretemperatures than is observed. This ould also be the reason for the old north pole noted bak in February and Marh (seeFigure 5.3). Tan et al. speulate that this may be due to lak of westward wave foring, and they suggest gravity waves whihbreak in the stratosphere ould help solve the problem by ompensating for missing foring (Tan et al., 2012). This eet willbe investigated in Setion 5.2.3.
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Figure 5.6: Example plot of zonal wind taken from the URAP data set. Shown here are the reliable areas of the plot, with theblank area representing areas with unreliable or insuient data. These blank areas havbe been lled in via interpolation andlimatologial methods.5.2.2 Zonal mean U-windsHere, the 100 km run data is ompared with data from UARS Referene Atmosphere Projet (URAP). While the timeinterval for both datasets are from Otober to September, the URAP data is over 2004 to 2005. As suh, this omparisonshould be treated with aution, beause jet strutures an hange eah year. The URAP data features parts of the data setwhih have been obtained through interpolation or limatology (see Figure 5.6). Also it should be noted that the URAP dataovers a higher altitude of atmosphere. Again, plotted below (see Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 & 5.10) are ontours, with model andURAP data plotted on the same olour range, and all dierene plots on another olour range.http://uars.gsf.nasa.gov/Analysis/UARS/urap/useful_publiations/URAP_winds_ps.pdf
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100 km model run vs. URAP data Dierene, URAP - model data
Figure 5.7: 100 km eiling zonal mean U wind plots, Otober to Deember 1981, URAP observations Otober to Deember1992. First olumn model data, seond olumn URAP data, third olumn dierene, rst row Otober, seond row November,third row Deember.The obvious dierene between the model data and the observations is the anomalous easterly jet in southern latitudes,whose volume and speed is signiantly overestimated in the model (see Figure 5.7). This may be related to the aforementionedold pole problem, sine it ours in the same loation, at the same time of year. Tian noted in 2004 that this happened in theUM, and, due to a thermal wind relation, a southern polar jet was modelled to be 20 ms−1 faster than observed (Tian, 2004).Non-orographi gravity wave shemes have been known to alleviate anomalous estimation due to the old pole problem (Tian,2004), agreed with by Tan et al. as previously mentioned. The broad dierene is that the model represents fewer, larger andfaster jets, ompared with the observed jets whih are more numerous, smaller and slower.
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100 km model run vs. URAP data Dierene, URAP - model data
Figure 5.8: 100 km eiling zonal mean U wind plots, January to Marh 1982, URAP observations January to Marh 1993.First olumn model data, seond olumn URAP data, third olumn dierene, rst row January, seond row February, third rowMarh.In January, the model oers a reasonable representation of some atmospheri wind strutures (see gure 5.8). However,throughout the winter months of the northern hemisphere, this struture does not hange as dramatially as it does in theobserved data. In the observed winds, strong easterlies diminish in northern latitudes, and develop in equatorial latitudes, whihdoes not happen in the model.
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100 km model run vs. URAP data Dierene, URAP - model data
Figure 5.9: 100 km eiling zonal mean U wind plots, April to June 1982, URAP observations April to June 1993. First olumnmodel data, seond olumn URAP data, third olumn dierene, rst row April, seond row May, third row June.By May, the aforementioned easterly jet has merged with the major easterly in southern latitudes, and the model is broadlyeetive in representing wind strutures (see Figure 5.9). However, the speed of this southern mesospheri jet is higher thanthe observed speed; again, possibly aused by gravity wave inuene. Westerly jets are generally well represented in speed andstruture, however in June the equatorial westerly is signiantly faster than observed.
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100 km run vs. URAP data Dierene, URAP - model data
Figure 5.10: 100 km eiling zonal mean U wind plots, July to September 1982, URAP observations July to September 1993.First olumn model data, seond olumn URAP data, third olumn dierene, rst row July, seond row August, third rowSeptember.From July to August, a similar phenomenon is happening again, but this time from south to north (see Figure 5.10). Broadstrutures are represented, exept for a mesospheri easterly, partially merged with the major southern westerly, whih is absentin the model. I would speulate that, due to lak of gravity wave-indued deeleration, the westerly is adding to the speed ofthis major jet, rather than distributing it over the equator, as is observed by URAP. In July, the model's overestimation of windspeed is at its peak, representing a southern jet whih is around 230% of the observed speed.5.2.3 USSP o vs. USSP onIt was deided that omparison of the 100 km model with a previous run, done by Dr. Andrew Bushell with a 85 kmeiling, would be useful. This is beause in Bushell's run, the non-orographi gravity wave sheme, Ultra Simple SpetralParameterisation (USSP), is turned on, unlike in David Jakson's 100 km run. The USSP represents the foring from a41
ontinuous spetrum of gravity waves on the mean ow and assumes an isotropi and homogeneous wave soure. It has beenknown to provide deeleration to the model jets, and thus representing the jets within realisti speeds.Wave phenomena are ruial to understanding the dynamial struture of the atmosphere, for example in its temperatureand zonal wind speeds. Waves, in partiular gravity waves, mainly at as a momentum sink, sometimes as a soure, to balaneout Coriolis torque, and also aet radiative heat transfer (Brasseur & Solomon, 1986). Aforementioned sudden stratospheriwarmings an also be aeted, by topographially fored planetary waves. As detailed previously, planetary waves by theirnature propagate upwards in westerly winds. Combined with the fat that there is signiantly more land mass in the northernhemisphere, and that the northern hemisphere experienes more westerly winds in the stratosphere during the winter, this meansthat sudden stratospheri warmings are more readily observed in the winter months (Alexander & Shepherd, 2010). However,the presene or absene of old volumes of air at the poles beomes the subjet of most interest when onsidering the eetsof the USSP gravity wave sheme.
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100 km run (USSP o) vs. 85 km run (USSP on) vs. MLS observations
Figure 5.11: 100 km and 85 km eiling zonal mean temperature plots, Otober to Deember 1981, MLS observations, Otoberto Deember 2004. First olumn 100 km model data, seond olumn 85 km model data, third olumn MLS data, rst rowOtober, seond row November, third row Deember.The aforementioned lowering of the latitude-spanning average warm air struture present in the 100 km run appears to besolved in the 85 km run, likely due to the presene of the USSP sheme in the latter (see Figure 5.11). The most signiantdeviation of the 85 km run from the 100 km run, and indeed the MLS observations, is the absene of a volume of old air atthe north pole from Otober to January. This minor warm north pole problem in the 85 km USSP run may be signiant,however the yearly variability of temperatures may invalidate omparison of suh minor strutures.
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100 km run (USSP o) vs. 85 km run (USSP on) vs. MLS observations
Figure 5.12: 100 km and 85 km eiling zonal mean temperature plots, January to Marh 1982, MLS observations, January toMarh 2005. First olumn 100 km model data, seond olumn 85 km model data, third olumn MLS data, rst row January,seond row February, third row Marh.In Figure 5.12 we see the observed old volume of air at northern latitudes beome represented in the 85 km model, fromFebruary. Apart from this north pole volume, the two models are in broad agreement with eah other and observations.
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100 km run (USSP o) vs. 85 km run (USSP on) vs. MLS observations
Figure 5.13: 100 km and 85 km eiling zonal mean temperature plots, April to June 1982, MLS observations, April to June2005. First olumn 100 km model data, seond olumn 85 km model data, third olumn MLS data, rst row April, seond rowMay, third row June.In Figure 5.13 we see that as the models begin to simulate the southern winter atmosphere, the 100 km run, laking theUSSP sheme, starts to underestimate the temperature of a old volume of air at the south pole. On the other hand, the 100km run does represent the southern struture of the major ross-latitude temperature belt well, in omparison to the 85 km run,where it is thiker and somewhat more simplisti than observed.
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100 km run (USSP o) vs. 85 km run (USSP on) vs. MLS observations
Figure 5.14: 100 km and 85 km eiling zonal mean temperature plots, July to September 1982, MLS observations, July toSeptember 2005. First olumn 100 km model data, seond olumn 85 km model data, third olumn MLS data, rst row July,seond row August, third row September.In Figure 5.14 the old south pole problem in the 100 km run develops, with temperatures boming even lower than observed.As the old south pole is represented in the 85 km run, the ross-latitudinal band is more aurately represented in the 85 kmrun for southern latitudes.
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The 85 km run generally has a more realisti representation of zonal temperature, due to the absene of the underestimatedtemperature at the south pole, in the southern winter months (June to September) (see Figures 5.12 & 5.13). However, aminor aveat to this is that in Deember and January the 100 km run represents a volume of old air whih is observed, butwhih is absent in the 85 km run. In short, the 100 km run, with USSP turned o, has a old south pole problem, while the 85km run, with USSP turned on, has a warm north pole problem. The latter however, may not be outside the expeted yearlyvariation in temperatures - further statistial analysis would asertain its signiane.To further investigate the impat that the USSP sheme has, it is noteworthy to judge its impat on the winds themselves.Here (see Figures 5.14, 5.15, 5.16 & 5.17), the zonal u-winds are ompared in the 100 km run (where the USSP sheme is o)and the 85 km run (where the USSP sheme is on), both on the same olour sale. Unfortunately, URAP observations annotbe used in this omparison beause their dataset is dened in terms of pressure levels, and the 85 km run's wind output ouldonly be aquired in terms of height, within the timespan of this projet.
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100 km run (USSP o) vs. 85 km run (USSP on)
Figure 5.15: 100 km and 85 km eiling zonal mean U wind plots, Otober to Deember 1981, URAP observations Otober toDeember 1991. First olumn 100 km model data, seond olumn 85 km data, rst row Otober, seond row November, thirdrow DeemberIn Figure 5.15 we see the beneial eet that the USSP sheme has on wind speeds, keeping them within a reasonablerange. Another observation is the presene of equatorward tilting of wind struture at mesospheri altitudes in the 85 km run.The USSP sheme was noted for this eet in the UM in 2002, and it is onsidered a realisti produt of the sheme (Saife etal., 2002).
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100 km run (USSP o) vs. 85 km run (USSP on)
Figure 5.16: 100 km and 85 km eiling zonal mean U wind plots, January to Marh 1982, URAP observations January to Marh1992. First olumn 100 km model data, seond olumn 85 km data, rst row January, seond row February, third row MarhIn Figure 5.16 we again see higher jet speeds in the 100 km run in the east and west diretions, ompared to the 85 km run,along with some equatorward tilting with altitude, albeit not as pronouned as in the 85 km run. Broadly, the respresentationof wind struture is similar in the two runs, but the USSP sheme in the 85 km run appears to represent ner jet strutures.
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100 km run (USSP o) vs. 85 km run (USSP on)
Figure 5.17: 100 km and 85 km eiling zonal mean U wind plots, April to June 1982, URAP observations April to June 1992.First olumn 100 km model data, seond olumn 85 km data, rst row April, seond row May, third row JuneIn April we see a major eet of the USSP sheme on the wind struture, with around 10 disernible jets in the east andwest diretions represented, ompared with around 5 in the 100 km run in whih the USSP sheme is absent (see gure 5.17).By June, the southern easterly in the 100 km run beomes exeptionally fast ompared with the same jet in the 85 km run.
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100 km run (USSP o) vs. 85 km run (USSP on)
Figure 5.18: 100 km and 85 km eiling zonal mean U wind plots, July to September 1982, URAP observations July to September1992. First olumn 100 km model data, seond olumn 85 km data, rst row July, seond row August, third row SeptemberIn Figure 5.18 we see a major speed dierene in an equatorial westerly, whih the USSP sheme appears to keep realisti,in omparison to the 100 km run. In summary, the USSP sheme reveals itself to be an eetive omponent of the model inthese omparisons (see Figures 5.15, 5.16, 5.17 & 5.18). The sheme preserves jet strutures; in the 85 km run, the jets aresmall and many, ompared with the 100 km run. The sheme also keeps the jet speeds in hek; jets never reah speeds above100 ms−1 in the 85 km run, broadly in keeping with observed speeds, while the 100 km run represents jets with speeds over200 ms−1 . The sheme also reprodues realisti equatorward tilting of wind strutures with altitude.
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5.2 120 km eilingHere I assess the validity of the most stable 120 km eiling run, whih ran for 29.45 days. Unfortunately, due to the availableoutputs and the amount of time whih would be taken by resubmitting the year-long 100 km run, the only variable I an ompareis the zonal u-winds. The 100 km run's output only onsists of monthly averages, while the 120 km run's output is in dailyaverages. Again, it isn't appropriate to ompare the outputs with URAP winds, whih are dened in terms of pressure and notheight. 120 km vs. 100 km
Figure 5.19: 120 km zonal daily mean (rst olumn) vs. 100 km zonal monthly mean (seond olumn) U-wind plots, 22September vs. September (rst row), 2 Otober vs. Otober (seond row), 15 Otober vs. Otober (third row)52
A noteworthy observation to make with the 120 km run is the development of vertial olumn strutures in the winds,partiularly at thermospheri altitudes (see Figure 5.18). There is a realisti slowing of winds through the month's simulationfor altitudes below the thermosphere. However, there is unrealisti lak of wind struture in the thermosphere, where URAPdata reveals to be an equatorial easterly, among other strutures. It is worth noting that the USSP sheme is funtioning inthe 120 km run, so its eets ould be too strong at mesospheri and thermospheri altitudes - its diret eets will now beexplored.Here (see Figure 5.20) I ompare the eets of the 120 km run's USSP sheme with that of Bushell's 85 km run, speiallythe zonal mean eastward fore from USSP. While these fores are given in very small values, they were outputted in terms ofmetres per seond per seond. Therefore, onsidering their eets in terms of daily aeleration, they produe more signiantvalues - as suh, the limits of the olour bar are given in metres per seond per day.
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120 km vs. 85 km
Figure 5.20: 120 km daily mean (rst olumn) vs. 85 km monthly mean (seond olumn) eastward spetral gravity wave fore,22 September vs. September (rst row), 2 Otober vs. Otober (seond row), 15 Otober vs. Otober (third row)On the 22 September we see signiantly greater westward aeleration from USSP in the mesosphere/thermosphere, atsouthern latitudes. This ould be related to the aforementioned old pole problem, sine it takes plae at the same loationand time of year (see Figure 5.20). On the 2 and 15 Otober, in the 120 km run's USSP we see eastward aeleration in avertial olumn-type form, whih is noteworthy beause there is no eastward aeleration of any sort in the 85 km run's USSP.Also of interest is the appearane of some interation between this eastward aeleration and the model eiling - the strongesteastward aeleration is seen along the upper boundary at approximately -50° latitude. This may be due to the presene ofeasterly winds in the 120 km run whereas there are major westerlies in the 85 km run; the USSP sheme tends to produe54
aeleration in the opposite diretion to the wind.
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Chapter 6
Conlusions and future work
The main results from my work are the following.For ENDGame model runs with a 100 km eiling, the USSP gravity wave sheme is not funtioning. However, in DavidJakson's year-long run, broad air temperature struture is well represented. There is a noted old pole problem in the southpole in June to September. Consideration of the run's zonal u-winds reveal some good representation of struture, but a generaloverestimation of the jet's speeds and spaial volume, and a simpliation of the jet's strutures - a few large, slow jets arerepresented, instead of many small, slow ones. Comparison of the 100 km run's temperature and wind outputs with the sameoutputs from a previous 85 km run reveals benets from the USSP gravity wave sheme, whih is funtioning in the latter. TheUSSP sheme reveals itself to be a solution to the old pole problem present in the 100 km run's southern latitudes. However,in the 85 km run there is a noted problem whih is minor relative to the south pole problem, namely a lak of representation ofa old north pole struture in Deember and January, whih may or may not be statistially signiant. The USSP sheme'seet on u-winds are signiantly beneial, preserving observed jet struture and keeping air speeds within a reasonable range,as well as reproduing a realisti equatorward titlting of jet forms.When raising the lid to 120 km altitude, improved stability was noted when raising the o-entring parameter α to 0.99,and a spike in stability was noted when the vertial damping oeient was set at 0.785. Suh settings resulted in a run whihis stable for 29.45 simulated days. Introdution of Rayleigh damping to the u- and v-winds produes a run whih suessfullysubmits and ompiles but only omputes the rst timestep. Analysis of the 29.45 day 120 km run, whih has a funtioningUSSP sheme, reveals more reasonable jet speeds than the 100 km run. However, there is the presene of unrealisti olumnstrutures to the winds. When onsidering the spei fore that the USSP sheme exerts on the winds in the 120 km, onean see signantly greater aeleration in the mesospheri south pole, whih ould be related to the aforementioned old pole56
problem, as well as erroneous westward aeleration, whih seems to be interating with the model eiling itself.Going forward, future avenues of work to be done inlude the following. The yearly variability of the MLS temperatureobservations ould be quantied and the 85 km run's warm north pole problem ould then be judged to be statistiallysigniant or not. The run whih implements Rayleigh damping ould be debugged and its eet on the 120 km eiling run'sstability properly analysed. The disovered parameter values of 0.99 for α and 0.785 for the vertial damping oeient will beuseful for further stabilising 120 km eiling runs. Also, the USSP sheme ould be debugged for the 100 km eiling setup, andits eet on stability and validity (espeially the old south pole problem), analysed.Beyond the sope of this projet, ENDGame's hemistry sheme is to be extended to the mesosphere and thermosphere.The ratio between O and N2 inuenes the plasma density of the ionosphere's F region, for example, and so must be auratelymodelled if an ionospheri model is to be oupled to ENDGame. Further ahead, non-LTE radiation shemes ould be imple-mented above 120 km: alulating, for example, the solar heating of arbon dioxide in the near-infrared bands whih demandsonsideration of non-LTE eets.
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